BlogChick Logged in

I haven’t got a best friend. I prefer having lots of mates
that I can hang out with on different days. What do you
think? Is a best friend cool, or does a group of
mates rule?

5

Best Mates

2 Complete the sentences with words from the box.
makes (x 2) spreads has tells (x 2)
gets keeps hurts calls

Vocabulary
Relationships (1)

1 Answer the questions below with words from
the box.
classmates a coach an ex colleagues
a gang flatmates a headteacher
teammates neighbours a bully

1 Which people can you see in the pictures?
2 Who might you live with when you leave your
family home?
3 Who is in charge of your school?
4 Who was once a person’s boyfriend, girlfriend,
husband or wife?
5 What do you call a group of friends?
6 Who is often mean to someone?
7 Which people live very near you?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

This person often
lies.
This person
you names.
This person always
the truth.
This person often
you into trouble.
This person
rumours about you.
This person often
your feelings.
This person always
a good impression
on adults.
8 This person
a crush on you.
9 This person always
excuses instead of
helping you.
10 This person always
a secret for a friend.

3 Which people in Exercise 2 would you want as
friends? Which would you not want?

Chatro om
What are the two most important qualities, and the
two worst faults in a friend? Use ideas from Exercise 2
or ideas of your own.
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Reading

1

Logged in
Whenever I have a problem, I
ask for advice on online problem
pages. I usually get some rubbish
replies, but some good ones too.
A problem shared is a problem
halved, as the saying goes! Who
do you like to tell about your
problems? Do you ever look on the
Internet for advice? Is it ever
helpful?

BlogChick

More soon … Watch this space.

1 You are going to read part of an online problem page. Read the

2

texts quickly and match the people (A–D) with the photos (1–4).

2 Choose one of the people (A–D) for each question. The people
may be chosen more than once.

Reading Tip: multiple matching
Read the question carefully and underline key words and phrases.
Look for words and phrases in the text that mean the same thing.

Which person:
is advised to give up a bad habit?

1

is worried about the behaviour of people
he/she likes?

2

is taking advantage of someone else’s
hard work?

3

is losing interest in a hobby?

4

should do more jobs around the house?

5

enjoys different things from his/her friends?

6

is advised to take more exercise?

7

thinks that he/she has to follow unfair rules?

8

3

is told to stop keeping secrets from
his/her friends?

9

3 Underline words or phrases in the article that

is advised to be friendly to someone who isn’t
his/her friend?
has been given praise that he/she didn’t deserve?

10
11

should be careful not to say everything he/she
is thinking?

12

feels that he/she is more talented than
someone else

13

ought to be ready to change friends?

14

would like to be trusted more?

15

match these meanings.

1 support him (A, 2 phrases)
2 behaving dishonestly or against the rules
(B, 2 phrases)
3 feel sorry about something you’ve done (B)
4 chooses (C)
5 hard work and loyalty (C)
6 power to choose what to do (D)
7 make something less strict (D)
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Best Mates

5

A
http://www.ask_alice.com

4

Ask Alice …
My best friends are great … most of the time. It’s fun being
in their gang, but the problem is, they’re bullies. They keep
picking on a boy in our class called Michael. They’re always
calling him horrible names. They trip him up and throw things
at him as well. It’s all a laugh to them, but I hate it. How can
they enjoy being so mean? I’m never mean to Michael myself,
but I never stick up for him either because I don’t want to
lose my friends.
Tom, Manchester
You say that your best friends are fun to be with, but it doesn’t
sound as though you’re having much fun with them. Do they really
deserve your friendship? You should tell them clearly and calmly
that you think what they’re doing to Michael is wrong.They might
listen to you, but if they don’t, it’s time to find some new friends.
It’s also important to let Michael know that you are on his side.
Bullying can cause terrible psychological damage, and some kind
Alice
words from you could make a big difference.

C
http://www.ask_alice.com

Ask Alice …
I’m in a basketball club and I used to really enjoy it. Recently,
though, things have changed. We’ve got a new coach and he
never picks me for the team, even though all my teammates
say I’m easily good enough. Instead he picks his own son,
who’s useless at basketball. It’s so unfair! It’s the only team
in my neighbourhood, so I can’t play for a different one. I’m
thinking of giving up basketball altogether, but it seems a
shame when I used to love it so much.
Connor, Kent

B
http://www.ask_alice.com

Ask Alice …

Your basketball club has been great for you in the past, so don’t
give it up without a fight. I think you ought to try showing your
commitment to the team by working hard on your fitness and ball
skills in your spare time.Then tell the coach how hard you’ve been
practising and ask him to give you another chance on the team. If
that doesn’t work, perhaps your friends could talk to him on your
behalf. A word of warning, though: don’t say anything against his
Alice
son.That might make your problem worse. Good luck!

I’ve been copying my sister’s History coursework for ages.
One night last year, I was in a panic about homework, so my
big sister gave me her old work to copy … and my teacher
loved it. He told the whole class that he was really proud of
me. After that, I copied more and more, and now my teacher
wants me to take my exam early. Help! I’ll get terrible marks
if that happens. What should I do?
Maddy, Cornwall
As you’ve already realised, cheating is never a good idea. It’s easy
to start, but you’ll always regret it in the long run.What should
you do? First of all, stop cheating. From now on, only hand in work
that is truly yours. If your teacher still wants you to take the exam
early, tell him that you don’t feel ready. If he doesn’t listen, perhaps
you’ll have to do what you should have done a long time ago – be
Alice
honest.

Chatro om
Do you agree with Alice’s advice for each person?
What other advice would you give them?

WebSearch
www.friendship.com.au

D
http://www.ask_alice.com

Ask Alice …
I’ve got lots of great mates at school, but they do fun stuff
together at the weekend and I’m starting to feel really left
out. You see, I have to stay at home because I’m not allowed
out without an adult, even though I’m sixteen years old! I’m
too embarrassed to tell my friends that my parents treat me
like a little kid, but I’m starting to run out of excuses for not
going out with them. How can I persuade my parents that I’m
old enough to go out on my own?
Amy, Hull
It must be hard living with parents with such strict rules, but
remember that they’re only being strict because they care about
you.You might have done some things in the past that make them
feel anxious about giving you more freedom, but now it’s time to
show them how mature and responsible you are. I suggest you
start helping out more at home.This may persuade them to relax
their rules. Even if it doesn’t, you mustn’t keep on lying to your
friends.Tell them the truth and I’m sure they’ll understand. Alice
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Vocabulary

Word formation
Suﬃxes -ship and -hood

Words from the text
Useful phrases

4 Read the text below and complete the table.

1 Choose the correct prepositions to complete these
phrases from the text on page 55.

1
2
3
4
5
6

been
Leonardo DiCaprio and Tobey Maguire have
similar
was
d
hoo
child
’s
prio
friends for decades. DiCa
er
fath
a
out
with
up
to Maguire’s. They both grew
Los
of
ods
urho
hbo
at home, and lived in poor neig
y
earl
the
in
ted
Angeles. Their relationship star
same
1990s, when they were trying to get the
loped.
deve
acting jobs. A close friendship soon

from now on / up / off
from / in / at the long run
a word in / for / of warning
on / in / at your spare time
for / on / at your behalf
feel left up / out / off

2 Complete the sentences with phrases from Exercise 1.
1 Do you do any sport
?
2 I’ve done some silly things in the past, but
I’m going to be really sensible.
3 Shall I talk to him
and tell him how
you feel?
4 I should give you
about Amy. She
gets upset very easily.
5 When people go to parties without me, I
.
6 He doesn’t like staying in at the weekend to study,
but it will help him
.

famous
As adults, they are both members of the
nces
Scie
and
Arts
ure
Academy of Motion Pict
g to
which awards the Oscars. They love goin
are
e
ther
and
,
basketball matches together
be
will
hip
rumours that an acting partners
coming to our screens soon.

Phrasal verbs
3 Complete the text with the words from the box.
trips

given

picks

hands

run

sticks

http://www.ask_eric.com

Ask Eric …
My sister Beth used to be really nice, but she’s changed.
She 1
on our little brother for no reason, and
sometimes she 2
him up just for a laugh. Until
recently she studied hard, but now she
3
in her homework late – or doesn’t do it at
all. She always seems to have 4
out of pocket
money, too, and keeps asking to borrow mine. I’ve tried
speaking to Mum about her, but I’ve 5
up now.
Mum always 6
up for her and doesn’t really
listen to what I’m saying. What should I do?

Chatro om
What advice would you give in response to the email
in Exercise 3?

Person
1

friend

2

relation

3

child

4
5

membership
neighbour

6
7
8

Person + suffix

adulthood
partner
fatherhood

5 Complete the sentences with words from Exercise 4.
1 ‘Where’s your new home?’ ‘In a nice, friendly
just east of the city centre.’
2 I can’t wait for
, so I can get a job
and live on my own.
3 Rachel and I have a great dance
.
We’ve won lots of competitions together.
4 I want to join the Fitness Club, but
costs £100 a year.
5 I have a very good
with my
brother, but I don’t get on as well with my sister.
6 Tom and Rob have been best mates since they were
three. They’re lucky to have a
like that!
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Best Mates

Relationships (2)
Adjectives + prepositions
6 Complete the sentences with these adjectives.
proud bored jealous guilty popular
mean interested anxious pleased

1 I’m a bit
of him because he’s much betterlooking than I am!
2 I feel really
about cheating in the race.
3 You were brilliant in the play. I’m so
of you!
4 She’s feeling very
about the competition.
She’s worried she’ll make a mistake.
5 The bully is always being
to the little kids
at school.
6 I’m
of doing the same thing every day.
7 He’s attractive, outgoing, funny – very
with the girls in his class.
8 Tina’s
with the lovely presents her friends
gave her.
9 They’re
in science because they have a
very motivating teacher.

5

Verbs + prepositions
8 Complete the text with the correct prepositions
from the box.
about (x3)

like

Week

for

of

in (x3)

on

Highlights

Verb antonyms
7 Match the opposites. Then complete the sentences below
with a verb in the correct form.

1
2
3
4
5

ignore
admit
praise
encourage
accept

a
b
c
d
e

deny
discourage
reject
criticise
pay attention to

1 Tonia’s parents have always
her to
dance. They’d be delighted if she became a professional
dancer.
2 I
I made a mistake, but I promise I won’t
do it again.
3 Why did you
Lucy’s offer of help? Now
there’ll be no one to help you.
4 My grandparents are always
me. They’re
unhappy about my friends, my clothes, my music, …
everything!
5 When my little sister gets angry, we don’t even look at her.
We just
her, and she soon calms down.
6 His parents have always
his interest in
horseriding because it’s such an expensive hobby, and
can be dangerous too.
7 Everyone
her for her fantastic
performance in the concert last week.
8 ‘Are you going to
their invitation?’
‘Yes, I can’t wait to go.’
9 Everyone says he did it, but he
it. He
says he’s not the person responsible.
10
the teacher, so that you know what to do.

Showdown

This week’s exciting episode starts with a huge
argument between Kate and Jade. Kate has
Jade’s relationship with
found out 1
being
Micky and is accusing Jade 2
disloyal. Jade replies that Kate doesn’t care
3
anyone except herself and treats her
4
dirt. All the boys tease Micky
friends
5
the trouble he’s caused, but Micky
Sam and tells him that he’s
confides 6
no longer interested in Jade. Sam thinks he
his
should apologise to both girls 7
behaviour but Micky doesn’t want to. In the
the girls’
end, Sam decides to interfere 8
disaster.
argument, and this results 9
Sam to make
We can always depend 10
things worse! Don’t miss this episode!

➜ Wednesday, 8.30 p.m., Channel 5
Chatro om
What TV series do you like? Describe the
problems that characters in the series have in
their relationships.

More practice on pages 136–137.
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Grammar

3 Circle the correct option.

Modal verbs

1 Read the grammar notes and match the examples to
the uses.

a He can’t be ill, because I saw him shopping in town
a few minutes ago.
b That might make your problem worse.
c You mustn’t lie to your friends.
d You should tell them to stop being bullies.
e I can’t do anything to stop them.
f I have to stay at home because I’m not allowed out
without an adult.
ability

can, be able to
should, ought to

2

asking permission

can, could, may

May I have another biscuit?

obligation or necessity

must, have to, need to

3

lack of necessity don’t have to, don’t need to, needn’t
You needn’t pick me up from school – I’ll walk home.

prohibition

mustn’t

4

present and future possibility
must

It must be hard living with parents with such strict rules.

present impossibility

complete each gap.

Facebook is a great way to keep in touch
with friends online. How does it work?
to ask people if you can be
• You 1
their friend on Facebook.
• When someone gets a message saying
be your friend?’, they 3
‘2
choose to reject
say yes. They 4
your friendship request.
• You can put up pictures on your Facebook
put up any
page. However, you 5
upset people.
pictures that 6
• You 7
be very careful about
meeting up with friends that you’ve got
to know online.

might, may, could

5

present certainty

4 Choose the correct word or phrase, A, B or C to
Logged in

1

advice

A: Hey! Look at this photo of all of us at the park … but
who’s that boy with red hair?
B: It 1 can’t / must be Dom’s brother. He’s got red hair.
A: No, it 2 can’t / might be Dom’s brother. Dom’s
emailed me to ask who he is!
B: Katerina’s boyfriend 3 can / might have red hair.
A: No, I think he’s blond. Let’s show Becky the photo
tomorrow. She 4 can’t / may know him.
B: Good idea … although I suppose he 5 could / must
be someone who was just walking through the park.

can’t

6

See Grammar File, page 164.

2 Use the modals in the box to complete these rules.
Where two options are possible, write them both.
mustn’t don’t have to has to
must have to needn’t

1 A must

B have

C can

2 A can I

B I should

C Ought I

3 A haven’t

B mustn’t

C don’t have to

4 A mustn’t

B don’t need

C might

5 A shouldn’t B can

C ought not

6 A should

B needs

C could

7 A can

B must

C ought

I‛ve got 12 million Facebook
friends, and none of them
know I‛m an alien.

Rules For Using The School Computer Room
1 A teacher
/
be in the room before you can enter.
2 You
/
listen carefully to your teacher’s
instructions.
3 You
play computer games or download software.
4 Students
give their password to anyone else.
5 You
/
switch off the computer at the end of the
lesson; the computers can be left on until the end
of the school day.
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5

Best Mates

Past modals
5 Complete the grammar notes with these headings.
a past certainty

b past ability c past obligation or necessity

1

could / was/were able to + infinitive
I wasn’t able to ride a bike until I was eight years old.

regret or criticism about the past
should have / ought to have + past participle
You should have stopped them from bullying
Michael.
2

lack of necessity in the past
didn’t have to / didn’t need to + infinitive
We didn’t have to do the washing up on holiday because there was a
dishwasher.

needn’t have + past participle
(Note: You can only use this structure if the action happened.)
Thanks for doing the washing up, but you needn’t have done it.
We’ve got a dishwasher!
3

had to + infinitive
Last month we had to study very hard for our
exams.

past possibility
might have / may have / could have + past participle
‘Why don’t my parents trust me?’
‘You might have done some naughty things in the past.’

must have + past participle
His parents died when he was young, so he must have had a difficult
childhood.

past impossibility
can’t have + past participle
They can’t have finished their homework yet. They only started five
minutes ago.

See Grammar
Grammar File,
File, page
page 165.
xx.
See

6 Look at the pictures and choose the most suitable
modal to make sentences.

1 ignore the sign (shouldn’t have / might have)
She shouldn’t have ignored the sign.
2 leave home on time (could have / can’t have)
3 accuse him of lying (may have / ought to have)
4 tease him about his hair (shouldn’t have / could have)
5 have some good news (must have / can’t have)

Back up your grammar
7 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence, using the word given.

1 We were wrong to pick on her.
shouldn’t
We
on her.
2 Perhaps he has decided not to come.
may
He
not to come.
3 It’s important that you don’t tell a lie.
mustn’t
You
a lie.
4 It wasn’t necessary to apologise for their mistake.
needn’t
They
for their
mistake.
5 It’s time for me to admit I was wrong.
ought
I
I was wrong.
6 It was my duty to give him the news.
had
I
him the news.

Chatro om
Talk about your actions last week: things it was
necessary to do, things that you regret doing, and
things that were impossible to do.

More practice on pages 138–139.
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Listening

Listening 2
2 You will hear ten short conversations. After each

Logged in

conversation, you will be asked a question. Choose the
correct picture, A, B or C.

My friends are
great, but with
each one I have a
slightly different
relationship. Some
are great for a good
time but with others,
BlogChick
I love having a quiet
night in. Do your
friendships work in a similar way?

Listening Tip: choosing the correct picture
Before you listen, think of the English words for the
pictures and any connected words.
1

More soon … Watch this space.
A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

2

Listening 1
1 A TV company is looking for teenagers to take
part in their new show, With Friends Like These.
Listen to a phone interview with someone who
wants to be on the show and complete the form.

3

Listening Tip: taking notes
Before you listen, think of other words
associated with the categories in the left
column of the form. Listen out for these
words as you hear the recording.

4

5

APPLICANTS FOR

With Friends Like These

Name of applicant:

1

Age:

2

Name of best friend:

3

6

When they first met: when they wer
e
4

7

How they first met: their 5
were friends
Best memory: our 6
school
Worst argument: about a
Friend’s best quality:

8

Friend’s worst fault:

9

at
8
7

Availability in April: free after

9

10

Chatro om
Imagine you and your partner work for a TV
company. Think of an idea for a new TV show
about teenage friendships.

10
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Best Mates

Speaking
Roleplay

1 Listen and decide which situation the students
are roleplaying.

1 You are friends. Student A starts:
‘Do you want to come round to my house tonight?’
2 You are neighbours. Student A starts:
‘We’ve got lots of friends coming round for a meal
today. Could we borrow some knives and forks,
please?’
3 You are classmates. Student B starts:
‘Do you think you’re ready for the exam tomorrow?’
4 You are teammates. Student B starts:
‘How did we lose that match? We were winning 2-0 at
half-time.’

2 Work with a partner. Roleplay the other conversations
in Exercise 1. Add two or three lines for each.

5 Roleplay the conversation below. The English
teacher’s role card is on page 125.
The situation
You are late for your after-school English class, and
may be late for other classes in the future because
the bus timetable has changed. You speak to your
English teacher.
Your goal
Explain the problem and apologise. Try to find a
solution to the problem.

Speaking Tip: roleplay
Think about useful language before you start
speaking, but don’t plan what you’re going to
say too carefully. Make sure that you respond
correctly to your partner’s words.

3 Read the role card. Then listen to the dialogue and
answer the questions below.
The situation
You can’t play in the football match next Saturday
because you have to go to your grandfather’s
seventieth birthday celebration. You speak to your
football coach.
Your goal
Explain the problem and apologise.

1 Why is it a problem that the girl can’t play in
the match?
2 What solution does the coach suggest?
3 Is the coach’s suggested solution going to work?
Why/Why not?
4 Do they finally agree that the girl is going to play
in the match, go to her grandfather’s celebration,
or both?

4 Listen again and tick the expressions in the Language

Language Upload
Apologising
I’m so sorry I’m late.
I’m sorry, but I can’t …
I’m afraid I can’t …

Responding to an apology
Don’t worry.
Oh well – never mind.
Oh dear. That’s a bit of a problem.

Explaining a problem
You see, …
The problem is, …

Discussing a solution
Is there any way you could …?
I might be able to …
Perhaps we should …

Upload box that you hear.
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We’re having a surprise party
for William’s birthday.

We’re having a surprise party
for William’s birthday.

Hey, Will! We’re having a
surprise party for your birthday.

Writing: An Essay
Before you write

1 Read the writing task and answer the questions opposite.
Your teacher has asked you to write an essay giving your
opinion on the following statement:
‘A good friend always keeps your secrets.’

1 What must you write?
2 What must you give your opinion about?
3 Should you use formal or informal language
for the task?

Write your essay in 120–180 words.

2 Read Jonah’s essay. Do you agree with his arguments and conclusion?
Most of us like to conﬁde 1
a friend from time to time. Is it possible to have a
good friend who tells other people our secrets?
Most people would agree that they can’t trust a friend who doesn’t keep
their
secrets. Without trust, there’s no friendship. Moreover, secrets are
usually secret
for a reason. When the wrong people ﬁnd out 2
them, there can be big problems.
However, perhaps sometimes secrets are unfair. If someone keeps a
secret about
something bad that their friend has done, they might get into trouble themse
lves when
the truth is discovered. Their friend shouldn’t 3
told them the secret in the
ﬁrst place. Furthermore, if someone knows that their friend is in danger,
they ought
4
help their friend however they can. Imagine they know their friend is stealing
or taking drugs. They should do all they can to stop this behaviour, if necessa
ry by telling
other people.
In conclusion, while I agree that in most circumstances a good friend 5
your
secrets, there are a few situations when that isn’t true.

3 Now complete the gaps in the essay with suitable words.
4 Complete Jonah’s plan for the essay.

Writing Plan
Paragraph 1

introduce the issue

• it’s nice to

Paragraph 2

arguments agreeing with the
statement

• can’t
someone who doesn’t keep secrets
• problems when the
people find out about
secrets

Paragraph 3

arguments disagreeing with the
statement

• a secret is
if a friend might get in trouble
for keeping it
• important to help if you know a friend is in

Paragraph 4

conclusion

• in a few situations, the statement isn’t true

in a friend

62
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Jonah’s essay.

5

Best Mates

5 Find some examples of these connecting words in

Time to write
7 You are going to write the following essay. With a

onnecting words

partner, discuss ideas that support and disagree with
the statement.

Adding a similar argument

Your teacher has asked you to write an essay giving
your opinion on the following statement.

Furthermore, Moreover, In addition
Furthermore, you might lose your friend’s
trust for ever.

‘A good friend is always honest.’
Write your essay in 120–180 words.

Also
Secrets can also be very difficult to keep.

8 Read these questions and say if a good friend would

Too, As well

give honest replies.

People should think of their friend’s safety as
well.

Do you like my new trousers?

6 Complete the sentences with the connecting words

Am I a good singer?

from Exercise 5.

1 A good friend knows how to listen, and might be
able to help you
.
2 Keeping a diary is fun.
helpful to write about your problems.

What do Jack and Eliza
say about me?

, it can be

3 Sometimes teachers give good advice about
bullying.
, the headteacher can
speak to the bully about his or her behaviour.
4 My parents don’t understand my problems. They’re
too busy to listen properly when I
want to talk.
5 Discussing your problems with parents can make
your relationship stronger.
, their
advice will be useful because they have a lot of
life experience.
6 I often confide in my big sister. I sometimes confide
in my twin brother
.

Was I wrong when I told him
he’d upset me?
9 Make a plan for your essay using the writing plan
opposite to help you.

10 Now write your essay, using the Memory Flash and
the Connecting words box to help you.

Writing Tip: essays
Don’t forget to include suitable connecting words.

Memory Flash
Opening the essay

Starting an
argument

Giving examples

Describing
responsibilities

Giving an opinion

Most of us like
to …,

Most people would
agree that …

For example, …

They should …

Imagine …

A friend ought to …

While I agree that in
most circumstances
…, there are a few
situations when …

Is it possible to
have a good friend
who …?

There are times
when … is
important.
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Revision 5

Grammar

Vocabulary

4 Circle the correct options.

1 Complete each gap with ONE suitable word.
My sister Saffy has a best friend called Rachel,
and I must admit, I don’t understand their
1
at all. One moment they’re getting on
well, and the next they’re being really mean
2
each other. Last week, for example, Saffy
got jealous 3
Rachel because she had a new
iPod. She started spreading 4
that Rachel
had stolen it, and lots of people believed them.
When Rachel 5
out about this, she didn’t
speak to Saffy for days. She completely
6
her. Saffy started to feel guilty 7
what she’d done, and she apologised to Rachel
8
her unkindness. Rachel didn’t 9
her apology, though. Instead, she 10
the
teachers lies about Saffy in order to 11
Saffy into trouble at school. Finally, a boy called
Tyson started teasing them 12
their silly
13
behaviour. They both have a crush
Tyson, so they really 14
about what he
thinks of them. Soon, they’d decided to be best
friends again!

2 Circle the correct word in these sentences.
1 Our school’s got a new headteacher / colleague /
neighbour.
2 We live in the same membership /
neighbourhood / gang.
3 He denied / interfered / confided breaking
the window.
4 I’m pleased / anxious / bored of hanging out with
the same people every day.
5 The argument resulted / depended / rejected in
the end of their friendship.
6 Her coach criticised / discouraged / praised her for
her fantastic goal.

A: You 1 don’t have to / mustn’t forget to phone
Charlie.
B: Oh yes. I’ll phone him now … No answer!
A: He 2 may / needn’t have left his phone at home. Or
he 3 can’t / could be somewhere noisy where he
can’t hear it ringing.
B: Well, I 4 can’t / needn’t keep phoning him. I
5
should / should have charged my phone last
night, but I forgot. The battery’s almost dead.
A: You 6 can / might use my phone if you want.
B: Thanks. In fact, 7 might / may I use it now?
A: Sure. Here you are.
B: He’s still not answering. Oh dear! Next time we
8
should / ought to arrange everything before we
go out.
A: Hey, look! There’s Charlie!
B: Oh good! Someone 9 must have told / had to tell
him we were here.
A: Yes. We 10 mustn’t / needn’t have worried
about him.

5 Rewrite the first sentence so that it refers to the time
in brackets. Replace the underlined word(s).

1 I can’t dance in the show tonight. (last week)
I couldn’t dance in the show last week.
2 We don’t have to buy any milk this morning.
(yesterday)
3 They needn’t have done their homework last
Tuesday. (tomorrow)
4 You must be tired now. (earlier)
5 He could be on the way to school at the moment.
(an hour ago)
6 They must remember to take some money with
them today. (yesterday)

3 Match the sentence halves.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

You made a really good
This is important, so pay
I don’t know why you make
Her parents treat her
I’m terrible at keeping
No one ever sticks up
We want to live together as
He really hurt

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

for me.
my feelings.
impression.
secrets.
like an adult.
excuses for her.
attention.
flatmates.

7 It might have resulted in disaster last weekend. (next
weekend)
8 She shouldn’t say that all the time. (last night)
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